Flexible spatial behavior requires the ability to orchestrate the interaction of multiple parallel processes. At the sensory level, multimodal inputs must be combined to produce a robust description of the spatiotemporal properties of the environment. At the action-selection level, multiple concurrent navigation policies must be dynamically weighted in order to adopt the strategy that is the most adapted to the complexity of the task. Different neural substrates mediate the processing of spatial information. Elucidating their anatomo-functional interrelations is fundamental to unravel the overall spatial memory function. Here we first address the multisensory integration issue and we review a series of experimental findings (both behavioral and electrophysiological) concerning the neural bases of spatial learning and the way the brain builds unambiguous spatial representations from incoming multisensory streams. Second, we move at the navigation strategy level and present an overview of experimental data that begin to explain the cooperation-competition between the brain areas involved in spatial navigation. Third, we introduce the spatial cognition function from a computational neuroscience and neuro-robotics viewpoint. We provide an example of neuro-computational model that focuses on the importance of combining multisensory percepts to enable a robot to acquire coherent (spatial) memories of its interaction with the environment.
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1. Introduction

Spatial cognition involves the ability of a navigating agent (be it an animal or an autonomous artifact) to acquire spatial knowledge (e.g., spatiotemporal relations between environmental cues or events), organize it properly, and employ it to adapt
its motor response to the specific context (e.g., performing flexible goal-oriented behavior to solve a navigation task). Similar to other high-level brain functions, spatial cognition calls upon parallel information processing mediated by multiple neural substrates that interact, either cooperatively or competitively, to promote appropriate spatial behavior.

At the sensory level, different perceptual modalities provide the navigator with a manifold description of the currently experienced spatial context. The integration of these multimodal signals (that are processed by interrelated brain regions) into a coherent representation is at the core of spatial cognition. A large body of experimental work has been done to elucidate the neural mechanisms subserving the establishment and maintenance of spatial representations in animals and humans. Section 2 reviews some experimental findings issued from this research, and focuses on those that concern the interrelation between different sensory modalities.

At the action selection level, determining and maintaining a trajectory from one place to another, i.e. navigating, according to Gallistel [51], involves multiple concurrent processes, and requires the ability of the subject to adapt its goal-directed strategy to the complexity of the task. The process of dynamically weighing the behavioral contribution of distinct navigation policies depends on contextual variables, like the available sensory inputs and their relative importance, and the motivational state of the animal. Section 3 focuses on this issue and reviews some experimental findings concerning the cooperative-competitive interaction of multiple spatial navigation strategies.

Similar to animals, autonomous navigating artifacts (e.g., mobile robots) need to interact with their environment, process multimodal sensory signals, and learn both low-level sensory-motor couplings and more abstract context representations supporting spatial behavior. Therefore, in parallel to experimental neuroscience, a large body of research in autonomous robotics has focused on spatial learning-related issues (e.g., self-localization, space representation, and way-finding techniques). Most of the classical control architectures engineered so far (e.g. see Refs. [6, 41, 77, 152]) provide task-specific (ad-hoc) solutions and are not as general and adaptive as animals’ spatial learning systems. Therefore, a novel approach to designing autonomous navigating artifacts is being explored, whose principles take inspiration from known behavioral and neurophysiological mechanisms underlying animals’ spatial learning capabilities. This approach, termed neuro-mimetic robotics or simply neuro-robotics, focuses more on adaptiveness and flexibility than on optimality and completeness, and stresses the idea that the agent must acquire its own worldview by means of its experience [18]. The last section of this paper (Sec. 4) focuses on neuro-mimetic spatial learning and on the importance of combining multisensory information for robust coding of the spatial contexts experienced by the robots.

2. Acquiring Representations of Space

The variety of sensory modalities conveying spatial information can be dichotomized into two main categories, namely idiothetic and allothetic cues. Idiothetic stimuli
are self-motion related signals and include vestibular (inertial), kinesthetic (e.g., information from muscle and joint receptors), motor command efferent copies, and sensory flow information (e.g., optic field flow signals informing the navigator about its own movements). Allothetic signals provide information about the external environment and include visual, olfactory, auditory, and somatosensory (e.g., tactile or texture) cues. In other words, idiothetic stimuli provide the navigator with movement-generated (i.e., dynamic) spatial information, whereas allothetic signals describe the static spatial relations between environmental cues (e.g., configurations of visual landmarks). Learning spatial memories requires the extraction of coherent information from such a redundant and multidimensional sensory input space. This learning process implies, for instance, maintaining idiothetic and allothetic cues congruent (e.g., minimization of interferences or conflicts) both during the exploration of a novel environment and across subsequent visits to a familiar environment.

A given sensory modality is labeled as allothetic or idiothetic to characterize the type of information it conveys. On the other hand, if we want to characterize the way this information is represented by the navigator, we need to introduce the concept of reference coordinate system (or simply reference frame). This system defines the framework in which spatial information (e.g., the position of an object) can be represented relative to an origin point. Depending on the anchorage of the origin of the reference coordinate system, the same information can be encoded egocentrically or allocentrically. If the reference frame is centered on the subject (e.g., on a body part such as the head) the representation is said egocentric. If the origin of the framework is a fixed point of the environment (e.g., a corner of the room), the representation is called allocentric. As shown in Fig. 1(A), the same allothetic spatial information (e.g., the position of a visual cue in the environment) can be represented either egocentrically (e.g., relative to the body of the navigator) or allocentrically (e.g., relative to the room corner). Likewise, as shown in Fig. 1(B), idiothetic signals (e.g., vestibular information) can be employed to describe self-motion information either egocentrically or relative to an allocentric reference frame. Egocentric coding can be simple to build but it varies as the navigator moves in the environment (because the reference frame translates and rotates as the subject moves). Allocentric coding requires more complex processing (e.g., to relate the visual cue position to the world-centered origin), but it is invariant with respect to the subject’s position and orientation in the environment.

2.1. Spatial learning on the basis of allothetic and idiothetic signals

Animals employ both idiothetic and allothetic cues to build and maintain memory traces of the spatial components (e.g., their body position and orientation) of experienced events.

On one hand, they are capable of estimating their current location relative to a starting point (i.e., homing vector) by integrating linear and angular self-motion signals over time [Figs. 2(A), (B)]. This process, termed path integration or dead reckoning [42, 44, 46, 95–97], relies upon idiothetic cues like vestibular and kinesthetic
Fig. 1. Encoding spatial information within a reference coordinate system. (A) The circular object provides an allothetic (visual) spatial cue to the navigator (rat). The latter can represent the spatial position of the external cue within the egocentric reference frame X-Y (centered on its head), that is estimate the distance $\rho$ between its head and the object, as well as the angle $\theta$ between its heading and the direction to the object. Alternatively, the rat can encode the same spatial information within the allocentric coordinate system $X'Y'$ (centered on the bottom-left corner of the experimental environment), that is estimate the distance $\rho'$ and the angle $\theta'$. (B) In this example, the navigator can employ idiothetic information (e.g., vestibular signals) to represent the change of its motion direction within an egocentric reference frame, that is “I turned to my left”. Alternatively, it can refer to the allocentric directional system based on the geomagnetic north, that is “I turned eastward”.

signals, motor command efferent copies, and sensory (e.g., optic) flow information. On the other hand, self-localization can also occur solely on the basis of allothetic cues like vision, auditory, olfactory, and tactile signals. Indeed, locations can be characterized by specific allothetic sensory patterns (e.g., configurations of visual cues), such that memorizing these sensory patterns can enable a subject to recognize familiar places.

Idiothetic and allothetic spatial information have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Since path integration does not depend on external references, it allows a subject to self-localize in an unfamiliar environment from its very first exploring excursion [58]. Also, path integration is a basic mechanism suitable for all types of environments (i.e., with or without external cues) and navigators (e.g., agents that cannot exploit their interaction with the external world effectively). A limitation of path integration is its vulnerability to cumulative drift over time. Indeed, the idiothetic-based dynamics, consisting of integrating translational and rotational signals over time, is prone to systematic as well as nonsystematic errors that quickly disrupt the position estimate [44, 96]. This holds for both biological and artificial navigating systems.
Fig. 2. Homing behavior based on path integration (PI). (A) Difference between path reversal (i.e., inverting the sequence of movements performed from a starting point A to a current location B), and path integration (i.e., integrating translations and rotations over time to generate a homing vector leading the animal directly to the departure point A). The solid line represents the outward journey; the dotted line indicates the return journey based on path reversal; the dashed line is the homing vector obtained by path integration. Adapted from Etienne et al. [44]. (B) Two examples of homing behavior performed by two hamsters. After having been guided by a bait from the nest location A to points B and C (solid lines), the two animals return home following direct trajectories (dashed lines). The experiment was performed in the dark in a circular arena of 2 m of diameter. Adapted from Etienne et al. [44]. (C) Hamsters’ homing behavior in conflict situations. During training (left), a distal spotlight (asterisk) provides a stable landmark to the animal performing hoarding excursions to a feeder. In probe trials, the spotlight is rotated by either 90° (center) or 180° (right). Animals are guided from the nest to the feeder in darkness conditions, then the spotlight is turned on, which creates a conflict between self-motion (continuous gray arrows) and visual (dashed gray arrows) information. Large arrows indicate the homing vectors followed by the animals and show that in the case of 90° conflicts the visual landmark signal tends to dominate over self-motion, whereas for a 180° mismatch the path integration component becomes predominant. Adapted from Etienne and Jeffery [42].
Allotthetic spatial information permits the formation of local sensory views directly suitable for self-localization [94]. Also, if the spatial configuration of the environmental cues (e.g., distal landmark arrays) remains fairly stable over time, the position assessment process is not affected by cumulative errors. However, allotthetic (e.g., visual) cues are not always available to the navigator (e.g., in darkness conditions). Additionally, since self-localization based on allothetic cues involves sensory pattern recognition, perceptual aliasing phenomena may occur, that is distinct areas of the environment may be characterized by equivalent local patterns. For instance, visual sensory aliasing can lead to singularities (i.e., ambiguous state representations) in a purely vision-based space coding [141].

Therefore, neither idiothetic nor allothetic cues are sufficient by themselves to establish reliable spatial memories (e.g., see Refs. [12, 70, 113 and 124]). One solution is to combine allothetic and self-motion signals into a unified representation. The combination of allothetic and idiothetic information may yield a mutual benefit in the sense that idiothetic cues may compensate for perceptual aliasing (e.g., discriminate between two locations in a visually symmetrical environment) and, conversely, environmental landmarks may be used to occasionally reset the integrator of self-motion signals. Idiothetic information might provide the spatial framework suitable for “grounding” the knowledge gathered by a navigating animal [74, 94]. According to this hypothesis, allothetic local views might be tied onto this framework as the exploration of a novel environment proceeds. But how are conflicts between self-motion and landmark cues solved? How is this idiothetic-allothetic coupling established and maintained consistent over time?

Ethologists have largely investigated the interaction between self-motion information and landmark cues for spatial navigation [42]. Numerous behavioral studies involve homing tasks in which animals perform hoarding excursions and then return home with the collected food. One method to distinguish the idiothetic and allothetic determinants of the animals’ homing behavior consists of setting a conflict between environmental (proximal or distal) and self-motion cues. Then, observing the homing vector makes it possible to assess the relative influence of allothetic and idiothetic information. Etienne et al. [43] have examined the homing behavior of golden hamsters during hoarding trips within a circular open arena [Fig. 2(C)]. During training, a stable distal spotlight provided a unique visual landmark on an otherwise dark background. Other allothetic cues (e.g., tactile and olfactory stimuli) were masked. In probe trials, hamsters were guided in the dark from the nest (a box located at a fixed peripheral position) toward a feeding location at the center of the arena. During the uptake of food, visual and self-motion information were set in conflict by rotating the spotlight (either by 90° or 180° relative to its standard position) and turning it on. The authors report that animals tended to return home following homing vectors whose visual component dominated over the self-motion

*The term “local” indicates “locally invariant”, that is constant within a limited region of the environment.*
component in the case of 90° conflicts [Fig. 2(C) center]. By contrast, when the divergence between the two types of information was further increased (i.e., 180°) the path integration component became predominant [Fig. 2(C) right]. In another series of experiments, Etienne et al. [45] tested the realignment of the path integrator relative to distal landmarks. The arena and the peripheral home base were both rotated before each hoarding excursion. Then, in the darkness, the hamsters were guided from the rotated nest toward a feeding location along a two-leg (L-shaped) journey. Under this condition, the animals mainly relied on their internally generated homing vector and returned to the new rotated home base. By contrast, if the environmental lights were briefly turned on at the end of the first outward leg and then switched off again, the animals tended to return to the original unrotated home location, suggesting that a reset of the path integrator had occurred on the basis of the (unchanged) distal visual cues.

2.2. The neural bases of spatial learning

In addition to behavioral studies, an extensive body of electrophysiological work has been done to investigate the neural bases of animals’ spatial learning capabilities. Extracellular single-cell recordings have largely focused on the properties of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampal formation. This limbic region has been thought to mediate spatial memory functions ever since location-sensitive cells [Fig. 3(A)] in the hippocampus of freely moving rats were found [111]. These neurons, termed hippocampal place (HP) cells, are likely to provide a spatial representation in allocentric (i.e., world centered) coordinates, thus providing a “cognitive map” to support flexible navigation [113]. Furthermore, since the spatially selective responses of HP neurons might result from the projection of contextual (relational) memories onto the two-dimensional locomotion space of the animal, a role for the hippocampal formation in a larger class of memories, namely declarative memory, has been postulated (e.g., see Refs. [21] and [48]). In humans, damages to the medial temporal lobe (and in particular to the hippocampus, e.g., bilateral temporal lobectomy patient H.M. or degenerative temporal lobe pathologies such as Alzheimer’s disease) produce anterograde and retrograde memory deficits that tend to impair, among others, the ability to learn spatial navigation tasks and to memorize context-dependent experienced events (i.e., episodic memory) [21, 37].

The hippocampal formation is well suited for subserving the integration of multimodal spatial information. It receives afferents from numerous subcortical regions (e.g., brainstem, amygdala, septum) via the fornix fiber bundle, and it is the recipient of highly processed sensory-motor signals conveyed by neocortical areas (e.g., the parietal cortex [20]), and mainly via the entorhinal cortex, which plays an important role in mediating the hippocampal-neocortical interactions [166]. Furthermore, recent electrophysiological findings have brought evidence for a key contribution of the entorhinal cortex to the spatial memory function [50, 59, 95, 134, 146]. Indeed, neurons in the medial entorhinal cortex have been found that exhibit
spatially-selective discharges with multiple receptive fields (in contrast to most HP cells) that cover the environment with regularly spaced hexagonal patterns [59]. It has been suggested that these neurons, termed grid cells, could mediate the encoding of metric spatial information necessary for the path integration process (see Ref. [95], for a review).
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Fig. 3. (A) Sample of receptive field of a place cell recorded from the rat hippocampus. The plots show the mean discharge of the neuron (blue and yellow denote peak and baseline firing rates, respectively) as a function of the animal position within the environment (a cylindrical arena with a cue card attached to inner wall). The location-selective response of the cell is controlled by the cue card in that rotating the card by 90° induces an equivalent rotation of the receptive field. Adapted from Muller and Kubie [107]. (B) Sample of tuning curve of a head direction cell recorded in the rat anterodorsal thalamic nucleus. The polar plots indicate that the cell has a unique “preferred” direction and that the response of the cell is controlled by the visual landmark. Data by Arleo and Wiener. (C) Interrelation between visual and self-motion cues in controlling place (left) and head direction (right) cells. Plots indicate the angular deviations of the responses of place and head direction cells relative to the visual landmark in the case of small (45°) and large (135°–180°) conflicts, and for fast and slow induction of the conflict. The angular deviation of 0°, indicating the absolute control of the visual landmark over the cells’ response, is plotted at the 12:00 position. Dots indicate individual trials, whereas arrows are averages over all trials. Adapted from Knierim et al. [75].
Binding of multiple spatial representations may occur via correlational learning. Akin with Hebb [62], it is now admitted that correlated spiking of pre- and post-synaptic neurons can result in the strengthening or weakening of synapses, depending on the temporal order of spiking (e.g., see Refs. [1, 10, 11, 86, 119, 160]). The activity-dependent long-term synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus constitutes a neurochemical mechanism suitable for this type of learning [100]. Both pharmacological and genetic approaches have shown that hippocampal NMDA (N-methyl-D-Aspartate) receptors (NMDARs) are required for the induction of hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP), a temporally correlational learning process that can be understood in terms of Hebbian synaptic modification [30, 105, 156]. NMDAR-mediated plasticity in the recurrent connections of the CA3 hippocampal region is crucial for the rapid encoding of novel experiences [81]. CA3-NR1-knockout mice are deficient in acquiring novel place/reward information, and CA1 HP cells in these animals are significantly impaired when recorded in a novel environment [108–110].

Complementing the allocentric place responses of hippocampal neurons, head direction (HD) cells provide an allocentric representation of the orientation of the animal (see Ref. [163], for a review). The discharge of these neurons is highly correlated with the direction of the head of the animal in the azimuthal plane, regardless of the orientation of the head relative to the body, of the animal’s ongoing behavior and of its spatial location. Each HD cell is selective for one specific “preferred” direction [Fig. 3(B)], and the preferred directions of a population of HD cells tend to be evenly distributed over 360°. Direction-sensitive neurons have been found in numerous brain regions centered on the limbic system, including postsubiculum [123, 150], anterodorsal thalamic nucleus [15, 147], lateral mammillary nucleus [144], retrosplenial cortex [28], dorsal striatum [161], and dorsal tegmental nucleus [142].
Similar to the HP cell system, the HD circuit receives multimodal afferent information, including angular self-motion signals from the medial vestibular nucleus and visual inputs from neocortical areas (e.g., parietal cortex).

Thus, the discharges of HP and HD cells are determined by the interaction between allothetic and idiothetic cues. Several studies have attempted to identify the nature of the signals relevant for the establishment and maintenance of their firing properties (see Refs. [13] and [95]).

The responses of HP and HD cells are anchored to visual landmarks of the environment [16, 75, 107, 112, 114, 149, 164, 170]. A classical experimental apparatus employed to record HP and HD cells consists of a black cylindrical arena in which the rat freely moves while searching for chocolate pellets. The high walls of the cylinder prevent the animal from seeing outside the arena. A large white card, attached to the inner wall of the otherwise black cylinder, is used as a unique salient visual cue. Data show that rotating the white card causes an equal rotation of the receptive fields of HP and HD cells [Fig. 3(A), (B)]. More generally, experimental findings indicate that distal (background) visual cues tend to dominate over proximal (foreground) visual cues in controlling HP [31] and HD cells [169, 171]. The dominance of background cues may be due to the fact that they provide more stable references than proximal landmarks as the animal moves around. Consistent with this hypothesis, the more stable an animal perceives an allothetic cue to be, the higher the influence of the cue upon HP and HD cell dynamics [14, 69, 74].

Despite their dependence on allothetic signals, both HP and HD cells can maintain stable location and direction tuning for several minutes in the absence of environmental landmarks [27, 87, 107, 114, 121, 149], which suggests a role for internal movement-related cues. HP and HD cells continue to discharge when the animal moves about in complete darkness (see Ref. [162], on persistent activity in limbic neurons). Also, the location-selective responses of HP cells can develop in blind animals exploring a novel environment [65]. Save et al. [137] studied the HP cell activity in blind rats and found receptive fields and response specifics (e.g., spike parameters) very similar to those recorded from sighted rats. The only major difference concerned the mean peak firing rates that were prominently lower in HP cells from blind animals [137]. Vestibular information seems to be very important for maintaining the selectivity properties of HP and HD cells [143]. Also, motor signals influence the dynamics of both types of cells, since HP and HD neurons exhibit a dramatic attenuation of their responses if the animal is tightly restrained [49, 147].

Recently, electrophysiological recordings of HP and HD neurons shed light on the interaction between idiothetic and allothetic cues and their relative importance under different experimental conditions. Knierim et al. [75] made self-motion and visual cues incongruent (by rotating the animal and a salient familiar landmark relative to each other) and recorded both HP and HD cells before and after the onset of the conflict [Fig. 3(C)]. For small angular mismatches (45°) between idiothetic and landmark information, the responses of HP and HD cells remained anchored to the
visual stimulus. When larger discrepancies (180°) were induced by slow continuous rotations, the landmark still controlled the cell responses. By contrast, for sudden large (180°) rotations, either HP and HD cells followed the landmark, or self-motion cues predominated, or a reorganization (remapping) of HP fields occurred. Jeffery and O’Keefe [70] further examined HP cell responses in the presence of 180° conflicts and found that the ability of visual cues to dominate self-motion signals might depend on the “confidence” of the idiothetic information. When animals were prevented from visual update for about three minutes while the conflict was introduced, the visual landmark tended to predominate. Conversely, when animals underwent visual isolation during only 30 seconds, a marked attenuation of the visual control was observed.

Finally, HD cells maintain their directional coding even after the removal of external landmarks, but their preferred directions may drift slowly over time [148]. When the visual cue is put back to its standard position, HD cells tend to realign their preferred directions with the external reference [56]. However, this resetting does not always occur during subsequent light-dark-light recording phases [75].

3. The Cooperative-Competitive Interaction of Multiple Spatial Strategies

As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, efficient spatial navigation calls upon the ability of the subject to select the strategy that is most appropriate to the complexity of the task (see Fig. 4; see also the review by Trullier et al. [155]). For instance, reaching a goal that is either visible or identified by a visible cue (beacon) calls for a simple reactive behavior: orient towards the target (or beacon)
and approach it. This procedure, named target approaching (or beacon approaching, or cue strategy), requires the acquisition of a single egocentric stimulus-response association and demands limited spatial information processing. If the target is neither directly visible nor identified by a beacon, the subject can learn an ensemble of Pavlovian associations to solve the task, which means that the subject employs a stimulus-triggered response strategy. This procedure is suitable when the trajectory to a hidden target is identified by an ensemble of choice points where the spatial context (e.g., visual landmarks or geometric configurations) can be associated to specific directions of body movement. However, since the sensory-motor associations of the learned ensemble are treated independently, this strategy does not allow the subject to anticipate subsequent stimuli. One strategy that allows for such anticipation is route-based navigation, in which the subject learns the spatiotemporal relationships among the intermediate events of a sequence. This procedure enables the navigator to predict the next stimulus based on the current stimulus-action association. A route can be thought of as a learned sequence of egocentric stimulus-response-stimulus (S-R-S) associations. Within each S-R-S association, the most prominent element can be either the stimulus itself or the motor response requirement. In the former case we have “guidance” (or taxon navigation), in the latter, we have an automated sequence of self-movements. Navigating using such a learned sequence of movements is a skill called “praxis”. Tolman [153] suggested that animals do not solve navigation tasks solely on the basis of sensory-motor associations or fixed motor programs. Rather, they are capable of learning a sort of navigation map encoding the spatiotemporal relationships between their position in the environment, their movements, and the location of rewarding sites. Map-based navigation, also referred to as “place” or “locale” navigation [113, 124], requires complex processing (e.g., allocentric relational learning), but it may allow the subject to perform true flexible goal-oriented behavior (e.g., planning new or alternative trajectories, inferring shortcuts, solving multiple-goal tasks).

3.1. A coexistence of functionally distinct strategies

The aforementioned navigation strategies come from interwoven processes that continuously concur to determine the animal’s spatial behavior. The following experiment was designed in order to determine the relative contribution of three of these four strategies in rodents tested in a T-maze paradigm. The animals were first trained to find food located at the end of the right arm of the T. The rewarded goal was distinguished from the unbaited arm by its spatial location (map-based or place strategy), the presence of a tactile cue (cue guided strategy), and by the direction of the body turn required by the animal at the choice point (stimulus-triggered response strategy). Subsequently, probe trials were introduced occasionally in order to characterize the strategy used by each animal in order to solve the task. In this particular experiment, normal animals exhibited a strategy distribution of about 30% map-based, 25% cue and 45% response [8]. Thus, a task of spatial navigation
can be solved on the basis of more than a single strategy. It is worth mentioning that strategy preferences can vary with the length of the training process [24, 116].

How are these different strategies of navigation acquired and used? During the navigation process, multisensory information (i.e., allothetic and idiothetic) can be organized in two different reference frames (i.e., allocentric and egocentric) therefore leading to the simultaneous acquisition of different strategies. A rat learning in the Morris water maze to swim to a visible platform that remains at a fixed location will learn at the same time to navigate to the corresponding place [158]. This capability has been demonstrated in a simple task in which the animal can use idiothetic cues as well as proximal and distal allothetic landmarks to reach a visible platform [Fig. 5(A)]. After the platform is hidden from view under the water, the rat readily finds the correct position of the platform using either praxis navigation [Fig. 5(B1)] or place navigation according to distal cues [Fig. 5(B3)]. Animals that previously learned to go to the platform location according to proximal cues were looking for the platform in the wrong place [Fig. 5(B2)] therefore showing a hierarchical organization of the different strategies in terms of flexibility. The simultaneous acquisition of these different strategies gives the animal the possibility to adapt its behavior to challenges and changes within the environment. For example, when sudden darkness eliminates the access to distant visual cues, the animal can still return to a recently visited part of the environment identifiable by the recalled locomotory movements [47]. This finding is in agreement with the Whishaw and Mittleman [158] experiment, suggesting that even not required strategies can be acquired during a task of spatial navigation [19]. These results have to be compared to recent data suggesting that the complexity of the task might also account for the strategy used. In mice, using the starmaze task, which can be solved by using either map-based or route-based strategies, Rondi-Reig et al. [130] recently demonstrated that both map-based and route-based strategies involved the hippocampus. Both strategies were used during the entire training period and animals could flexibly switch from one to another [130].

The coexistence of different strategies of navigation raises several questions. How does the brain store and coordinate the different strategies in the different brain systems? What are the parameters influencing the use of one strategy over the others?

3.2. The shift between strategies as a resultant of multiple parallel memory systems

3.2.1. Multiple and parallel memory systems

A large number of structures are involved in the neuronal network implicated during spatial navigation, including (non-exhaustively) the hippocampus [113]; the parahippocampus [40]; the entorhinal cortex [59, 95]; the parietal cortex [20, 151]; the frontal cortex [157]; the striatum [34, 79, 161]; and even a new possible player, the cerebellum [78, 99, 120, 127, 129].
Fig. 5. Different navigation strategies within a circular enclosure in a square room are depicted. Adapted from Bures and Fenton [19]. The movement trajectory is shown as a vector. Allothetic cues are provided by distal room landmarks outside the enclosure. Three are shown, along with a compass that indicates the inertial coordinate frame of the earth. There are also arena-bound proximal landmarks such as objects, odors, and textures that can be accessed. They are represented by A and B. (A) A rat can learn to go directly from a start point (●) to a goal using distal or proximal allothetic cues or idiothesis. Here the goal is also visible (marked by an X), and thus the animal can also find the target by cued navigation, simply going to the X. (B) When the arena is rotated by 90°, it is possible to detect which navigation strategy is used by the rat. If the rat learned the target position by computing the orientation from the start at the arena periphery (B1), it will look for the goal at different room-defined places but always according to the vector 60° to the tangent at the start regardless of whether the start is in the room-defined south (black vector) or an arena-defined place 90° away (white vector). This behavior (i.e., navigating using a learned series of movements) is a skill called praxis and is one of the subtypes of the route-based strategies. Navigation learned according to cues on the arena (B2) will lead the rat to the goal between cues A and B regardless of the start position or the placement of the arena cue configuration. Similarly, navigation according to room cues (B3) will lead the rat to search for the goal in the northeast area regardless of the start or the presence of the arena cues. Note that the place navigation according to distal cues has the advantage over the two other strategies to give the correct position of the platform regardless to the starting position (black or white vectors) and despite the 90° arena rotation.
To detail the contribution of these different structures is beyond the scope of this paper (see for example Thinus-Blanc [151], for a detailed review). The cooperative or competitive interactions of these different systems have been reviewed by White and McDonald [159]. Here, we focus on the hippocampal formation, which plays a role in the organization of a spatial representation, and on the cerebellum, which seems to be essentially involved in the organization of the motor behavior adapted to the specific spatial context [23, 126]. In the following, we report on recent findings and current debated questions concerning the functions mediated by these two structures during spatial learning and navigation.

Many different studies in humans and animal models have led to a consensus that, among the different structures involved in spatial navigation, the hippocampus subserves the place learning function [37, 39, 104, 113]. Strong support for the role of the hippocampus in place learning comes from convergent findings of hippocampal lesions, both in humans and in various other mammalian species, and electrophysiological recordings of hippocampal neurons [HP cells, Fig. 3(A)].

A current debate concerns the role of the hippocampus in more than the map-based strategy. It has been proposed that the hippocampus plays a critical role when distinct personal experiences must be encoded in relation to one another and linked temporally [159]. Based on the strategy taxonomy defined above (Fig. 4), this would lead to the possibility that the hippocampus may be relevant to both map-based and route-based strategies. There exist some evidence, from recordings of hippocampal neural activity, showing that the hippocampal network can encode episodic memories, i.e., memories requiring spatial or sequential (temporal) organization [168, 169]. Yet, other works suggested that not in all conditions hippocampal place cell activity patterns are indicative of episodic encoding [17, 57, 82].

Nonspatial memory requiring relational and temporal coding has been shown to be dependent on CA1-NMDA receptors [66, 128]. This combination of coding and cellular properties suggested that the CA1-NMDA dependent mechanisms could contribute to the construction of a “memory space” composed of multiple episodes spatially or sequentially linked together and therefore sustain multiple strategies of navigation requiring such an organization. Rondi-Reig et al. [130] have demonstrated that mice lacking hippocampal NMDA receptors and presenting a decrease of these receptors in the deep cortical layers are indeed deficient in acquiring the memory of successive stimulus-response-stimulus behaviors requiring the execution of a specific sequence of body rotations associated to an ensemble of choice points (sequential egocentric strategy) in addition to a deficit in the map-based strategy [130]. This strengthens the hypothesis of the implication of the hippocampus in a general memory acquisition process, where memories are composed of multiple spatiotemporal events.

Concerning the cerebellum, the question is now to understand which navigation component it is relevant for. Several findings have pointed toward the role of the cerebellum in the procedural part of the navigation process [78, 120, 127,
Recent data obtained with subjects asked to navigate through a virtual three-dimensional labyrinth showed a strong activation in the medial temporal area including the parahippocampal region, the hippocampus, and the thalamus. The cerebellum was also active in those subjects. The authors proposed that the stronger activation in the thalamic-basal ganglia-cerebellar loop points toward a more automatic support of memory and attentional processes possibly mediating memorization of spatial maps [71]. The possible implication of the cerebellum in the organization of the spatial representation per se is matter of strong debate [126]. We recently employed the L7-PKCI transgenic mice model [32], which presents a specific inactivation of the long-term synaptic depression (LTD) at the parallel fiber–Purkinje cell synapses, to investigate the potential role of this cellular mechanism during spatial navigation [23]. In order to dissociate the relative importance of the declarative and procedural components of navigation, we adopted two different behavioral paradigms: the Morris water maze (MWM) and a new task called the Starmaze [130]. In both cases, the animal had to find a fixed hidden platform from random departure locations, which requires the declarative capability of learning a spatial representation of the environment. Yet, in contrast to the MWM task, the Starmaze allows the animal to only swim within alleys guiding its movements. This helps to execute goal-directed trajectories effectively, and reduces the procedural demand of the task. Our data bring evidence for a deficit of L7-PKCI mice in the acquisition of an adapted goal-oriented behavior, i.e., in the procedural component of the task. This finding supports the hypothesis that cerebellar LTD may subserve a general sensory-motor adaptation process shared by motor and spatial learning functions [23].

3.2.2. The shift between strategies

Several parameters influence the strategy shift process. For example, practice-related changes between strategies have been observed in rodents as well as in humans. In rats, place and stimulus-triggered response strategies involve two different systems of memory including the hippocampus and the striatum (caudate nucleus and putamen), respectively [90–92, 104]. According to McDonald and White [91] and Packard and McGaugh [115], rats can reach a target by relying on the contribution of the hippocampal or the striatal neural systems depending on whether the animal is in an early or late phase of training. In the early phase of training, the hippocampus is involved in the rapid acquisition of spatial information, allowing rats to reach a target from any starting position [104]. The striatum is involved in a slower process that relies on rewarded stimulus-response behavior [113, 159].

Similar findings have been found with humans [67]. Normal subjects were told to retrieve virtual objects located at the end of virtual arms of a radial maze. These objects were located down a set of stairs and were not visible from the center of the maze. Landscape and trees could be viewed at a distance and used for place navigation. Subjects could also count the visited arms either clockwise or counterclockwise, which corresponds to a more automated strategy. In the early phase
Fig. 6. From Passino et al. [118]. (A) Schematic representation of a cross-maze with four identical arms (north, south, east, and west) and transparent Plexiglas high walls fixed on both sides of each arm. During training, access to the north arm was blocked; animals were placed at the starting point of the south arm and were allowed to consume the food pellet located at the end of the east arm. During the probe trial, access to the south arm was blocked; animals were released from the north arm, and were allowed to choose either the east arm (place learning) or the west arm (response learning). Two different strains of mice, C57BL/6 and DBA/2, were used for this experiment. C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mice present significant differences in hippocampal anatomo-functional properties (see Ref. [118], for details). In spatial navigation tasks, C57BL/6 mice tend to be more efficient than DBA/2 mice when (hippocampal-dependent) processing of contextual information is required, whereas DBA/2 mice tend to show better performances in tasks requiring the formation of simple stimulus-response associations. (B) Number of C57BL/6 and DBA/2 showing place or response learning under rich, rich plus cue and poor cueing condition. Rich cueing corresponds to a room of 12 m² with numerous items. Rich cueing plus cue was similar to the precedent context except that an additional poster was attached to the wall in the direction of the west arm in which the reward was delivered. In the poor cueing condition, all the items were removed. Statistical significant place versus response differences: $p < 0.001$ and $p < 0.05$. 
of training, half of the subjects used spatial landmarks to navigate (place navigation) and these subjects showed increased activation of the right hippocampus. The other half used the counting strategy and showed sustained increased activity within the caudate nucleus during navigation. By the end of the test, 72% of the subjects were employing the counting strategy and only 28% were using the place strategy, demonstrating a shift from place navigation to a more automated strategy.

Burgess et al. [22] combined virtual reality and functional imaging and showed that the human hippocampus is activated when memory for location is required in a complex three-dimensional space, but not within a simple two-dimensional array. Similarly, in young children self-reorientation first occurs solely according to the geometry of the room. Children tend to ignore a large colored cue presented on one wall that under the same conditions enables adults to orient correctly [63]. However, this effect is weakened when a larger room is used [80]. In adult mice, the presence of intra-maze and extra-maze cues favors place learning, whereas a poor cueing environment favors stimulus-response learning [see Ref. [118], Fig. (6)].

Taken together, these results point toward a crucial role of the complexity of the environment in which the navigation is performed. As suggested by the experiment performed by Iaria et al. [67], the subjects eventually employed the strategy leading to fewer errors during navigation. Therefore, even if multiple strategies are acquired simultaneously, the subject tends to rely on the more advantageous one, that is, the one leading to the best chance to reach the goal without making errors. In simple environments, the behavioral response can be easily automated and therefore relies on a system promoting simple stimulus-response. A complex environment requires more flexible behavior, a process that depends on a brain system including the hippocampal formation.

4. Spatial Learning in Neuro-Mimetic Robots

The perspective of developing autonomous control systems emulating the spatial navigation capabilities of animals has given rise to a large number of bio-inspired (or neuro-mimetic) robotic models (see Ref. [5], for a review). Most of these control architectures rely on artificial neural networks (ANNs), massively parallel distributed systems suitable for nonsymbolic processing of complex information [61, 64]. The elementary constituents of ANNs are formal computing units (artificial neurons), each of which receives and transmits a large number of afferent and efferent connections. The computational power of an ANN derives from the large interconnectivity between its formal neurons. Learning occurs through short- and long-term modification of the strength (or weight) of these connections (modeling synaptic plasticity). Thus, ANNs offer a suitable tool for designing adaptive (experience-dependent) control systems, on the basis of highly simplified models of the anatomo-functional properties of the neural substrates involved in spatial navigation (e.g., hippocampal formation).
Most of the existing models for neuro-robotic spatial learning mainly rely on vision to build space representations (see, for instance, [22, 52, 139, 154]). The neuro-mimetic model by Arleo et al. [3, 4, 7] provides an example of spatial learning system stressing the importance of integrating idiothetic and allothetic cues to establish stable place and head direction coding (Fig. 7). In the model, the place and direction representations drive a downstream population of action cells mediating motor commands and guide goal-oriented behavior. In particular, reward-based learning is employed to acquire a navigation map allowing the agent to reach hidden goals while avoiding obstacles. Here we only survey the place cell learning component of the model and we focus on the interrelation between exteroceptive and self-motion information.

The mobile robot used for the experimental validation of the model is shown in Fig. 8. Allothetic sensory inputs were provided by a two-dimensional vision system and by eight infrared sensors detecting proximal objects (i.e., tactile-like information). Idiothetic signals were provided by wheel rotation encoders that allowed the
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**Fig. 7.** Overview of the spatial learning model proposed by Arleo and Gerstner [3]. The system processed idiothetic and allothetic sensory inputs in parallel. The spatial information extracted from these two processing streams was combined by means of LTP-LTD Hebbian learning to generate place and directional coding. Goal-oriented navigation was then achieved by mapping places onto allocentric locomotor actions by means of reward-based learning.
robot to estimate its linear and angular movements (similar to self-motion kinesi- 
thetic and vestibular-derived signals). A low-level reactive module was taking con- 
trol whenever the infrared proximity sensors detected an object and endowed the 
robot with obstacle-avoidance capabilities. On the other hand, the spatial learning 
model was used to develop the high-level controller determining the robot’s spatial 
behavior.

4.1. Combining vision and path integration for robust space coding

In the model, space learning occurred via two processing streams that drove two HP 
cell populations producing two parallel spatial representations: an allothetic place 
code based on visual information, and an idiothetic representation obtained by path 
integration.

Vision-based place coding consisted of a three-step process. First, low-level fea-
tures were extracted by sampling each image taken by the robot [Fig. 9(A)] by 
means of a family of local visual filters [Fig. 9(B)]. Second, the responses of the fil-
ters were combined to drive a population of units whose activity became correlated to 
more complex spatial relationships between visual features. These units were called 
“view cells” because they provided a neural encoding of the views perceived by the 
robot. However, the activity of the view cells was not invariant with respect to the 
robot’s gaze direction and position. Therefore, the third step to achieve vision-based 
space coding consisted of combining multiple gaze-dependent views at each robot’s
Fig. 9. Vision-based place (ViP) representation. (A) A sample image taken by the robot while exploring an open-field square environment (the $800 \times 800$ mm open-field arena was placed within a standard laboratory background and the robot’s behavior was monitored by means of a video camera above the arena). (B) The receptive fields of a set of filters used to sample the images and detect low-level visual features (the ten filters corresponded to the first ten principal components, numbered from left to right, top to bottom, obtained by applying the learning algorithm proposed by Sanger [134]). The model was also tested by employing a set of Gabor filters and a retinotopic sampling method [7]. (C) Some samples of vision-based place fields. The squares represent overhead views of the environment. The mean firing rate of each recorded cell is plotted as a function of the locations visited by the robot (red regions denote high activity). Most of the recorded cells showed clean location-correlated firing (e.g., first two plots). However, due to visual aliasing, some cells exhibited multipeak receptive fields (third plot from the left). The three-dimensional diagram suggests that visually driven place cells tended to have rather high baseline firing rates. (D) Accuracy of the vision-based place representation. The diagram has been obtained by separating the environment into an $18 \times 18$ grid matrix (i.e., each sampled area was about $44 \times 44$ mm). First, the robot was let visit the center of each cell of the grid and it had to use its vision-based place map to estimate its position. Population vector decoding was employed to map the ensemble place cell activity onto a spatial location [53, 131]. Second, the position reconstruction error associated to each sampled area was computed by comparing the vision-based position estimate with the location of the center of the matrix cell. This process was iterated $n = 10$ times (each time corresponding to a different spatial learning session) to calculate the mean position error associated to each sampled area. This mean error function is shown by the three-dimensional diagram. By averaging this error function over the $18 \times 18$ grid matrix, we obtained a mean position error over the whole environment of about 60 mm. (E) For each position visited by the robot, the reliability of the visual space coding was assessed by measuring the dispersion of the ensemble activity around the center of mass (computed by population coding). The diagram shows the correlation between this (normalized) dispersion measure and the (normalized) vision-based position reconstruction error (number of data points: 4600, correlation coefficient: 0.67). The robot utilized such an online reliability criterion to select those local views that are suitable for calibrating its path integrator.
position. This combination produced a local view coding for the spatial relationships between the perceived visual cues and generated allocentric location-selective activity in a population of vision-driven place (ViP) cells, [Fig. 9(C)]. The model postulated a possible role for the lateral entorhinal cortex in allothetic space coding, suggesting it as a possible locus for the vision-based place field representation [3].

As aforementioned, unimodal spatial information is prone to perceptual aliasing and can lead to ambiguous space representations. Indeed, due to visual aliasing, the vision-based HP cells of the model happened to have multiple subfields and could not always differentiate spatial locations effectively [Fig. 9(C), third plot from the left]. As a result, the accuracy of the vision-based representation was not uniformly distributed over the surface explored by the robot [Fig. 9(D), (E)]. In the model, path integration was employed to compensate for ambiguities in the visually driven place coding. The robot integrated its linear and angular displacements over time to generate an environment-independent representation of its position relative to a starting point. Such a dead-reckoning mechanism was used to drive a population of place cells (named “path integration place”, PiP, cells) whose activity depended on self-motion signals only (i.e., it provided a space coding based solely on idiothetic information). In the model, the place fields of the PiP neurons had preconfigured metric interrelations within an abstract allocentric framework being mapped onto the environment according to the robot’s entry position and the absolute directional reference provided by HD cells. In agreement with previous hypotheses [125, 132, 140], the model postulated that the PiP network might find its anatomical counterpart in the medial entorhinal cortex [3]. Indeed, early experimental reports [122] showed that the place field topology of location-sensitive cells in the medial entorhinal cortex does not change across different environments. More recently, the discovery of grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex by Hafting et al. [59] has provided a relevant piece of evidence about the role of this brain area in encoding a path integrator-based spatial map [95].
In the model, the efferents of the ViP and PiP networks (i.e., of the two place cell populations driven by vision and path integration, respectively) converged onto a third downstream network of hippocampal place (HP) cells. Hebbian learning was employed to induce long-term synaptic potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD) at the level of the ViP-HP and PiP-HP synapses. This learning mechanism allowed the system to couple allothetic (ViP) and idiothetic (PiP) spatial codes based on their correlation during the agent-environment interaction. This process generated a stable HP space representation consisting of localized place fields similar to those found in hippocampal CA3-CA1 regions [Fig. 10(A)]. These place fields were less noisy than those solely driven by vision (i.e., ViP receptive fields) and did not exhibit multi-peak fields, meaning that the system was able to overcome the sensory aliasing problem of purely vision-based representations.

Fig. 10. Space representation based on multisensory inputs. (A) Examples of place fields obtained by combining vision and path integration. They did not exhibit multiple subfields and they were less noisy than those solely driven by vision (the three dimensional diagram shows very low baseline firing). (B) The robot used the ensemble place cell activity to self-localize. The diagram shows an example of population activity when the robot was located at the upper-right corner of the arena. (C) In the absence of visual information (e.g., in the dark), place cell firing could be sustained by the input provided by the path integration signal. The figure illustrates the population activity recorded in the dark when the robot was approximately at the center of the arena.
The goal of the spatial learning model was to generate a large population of overlapping place fields covering the two-dimensional space uniformly and densely. The robot utilized the ensemble HP cell activity to self-localize [Fig. 10(B)]. At each time step, a population vector decoding scheme [53, 165] computed the center of mass of the ensemble activity pattern to estimate the robot’s current position. Using the population activity, rather than single cell activity, helped in terms of stability and robustness of the self-localization process.

In the model, a place map could emerge and persist even in the absence of visual information (e.g., in darkness conditions). This property was consistent with the experimental observation that hippocampal place fields can arise in darkness [121]. Because the activity of the modeled HP cells relied on convergent excitation from both vision and path integration, their mean peak firing rates were lower in vision-less conditions than when the robot could use visual spatial cues [Fig. 10(C)]. The reduced firing activity of the HP units of the model in darkness conditions is in agreement with the experimental findings indicating that HP cells recorded from blind rats exhibit lower discharge frequencies than those observed in sighted animals [137].

4.2. Coherence between allothetic and idiothetic information

4.2.1. Exploring a novel environment

The robot initially explored an unfamiliar environment by relying upon path integration only. As exploration proceeded, local views (encoded by the visually driven HP cells) were coupled (by means of LTP/LTD correlational learning) to the spatial framework provided by the path integrator such that vision and self-motion signals could cooperate to form the hippocampal space code (i.e., the CA3-CA1 place representation). However, to maintain this allothetic-idiothetic coupling coherent over time, the robot had to prevent the path integrator from accumulating errors. In order to do that, the robot adopted an exploration strategy consisting of looped excursions (i.e., outward and homing journeys) centered at the starting location [Fig. 11(A)]. During an outward excursion, the robot acquired new spatial knowledge and updated its space code. After a while, it started following its homing vector and as soon as it arrived and recognized a previously visited location (not necessarily the starting location), it utilized the vision-based representation to realign the path integrator. Once vision had calibrated the path integrator, a new outward excursion was initiated. By iterating this procedure, the robot could keep the dead-reckoning error bounded [Fig. 11(C)], and propagate exploration over the entire environment (the probability of calibrating the path integrator at locations other than the starting region increased over time). Behavioral findings concerning the locomotion of rodents exploring novel environments [35] show a typical exploratory pattern consisting of looped excursions centered at their home base [Fig. 11(B)]. The model postulated that maintaining the idiothetic and allothetic signals mutually consistent might be one of the factors determining such a loop-based exploratory behavior.
Starting location

Fig. 11. Exploratory behavior and path integration calibration. (A) To establish a coherent allothetic-idiothetic coupling, the robot started exploring a novel environment (in this example a square arena) by means of looped excursions centered at the starting location. (B) Example of a rat’s behavior at the beginning of exploration in a novel circular environment (data courtesy C. Brandner, Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Switzerland). (C) Uncalibrated (C2 curves) and calibrated (C1 curves) mean path integration error (thin lines are raw data, whereas thick lines are polynomial fittings). At each timestep (x-axis) the robot updated its orientation and moved one step further. The difference between the actual position of the robot and the estimate provided by the path integrator was measured at each timestep. The C2 curves show that this path integration error (averaged over \( n = 5 \) trials) tended to grow over time. By contrast, if the system used the vision-based place representation to calibrate the path integrator occasionally, this error remained bounded over time (C1 curves).

4.2.2. Importance of landmark stability

The LTP-LTD Hebbian learning used to combine allothetic and idiothetic representations made stable visual configurations more likely to be correlated to self-motion signals than unstable ones [Fig. 12(A)]. As a consequence, only those visual configurations that were taken as stable by the robot could influence the dynamics of the space coding process [4]. Stable landmarks could polarize the space representation across different entries in an environment. This polarization could help the robot to realign the allothetic and idiothetic components of its spatial code and, then, to reactivate a previously learned description of a familiar environment.
Fig. 12. Interaction between visual and self-motion signals. (A) Due to Hebbian learning, the larger the stability of a visual cue configuration, the stronger its coupling with the path integration-based representation (triangles are sampled data, the curve is a polynomial fitting). (B) Intersession responses of one formal place cell after spatial learning. At the beginning of each probe session, the robot was disoriented. Top: Visual cue configurations that remained stable during spatial learning were able to polarize the place code at the beginning of each probe session. The place cell reoriented its receptive field according to the $90^\circ$ visual cue rotations (the asterisk indicates the centroid of the visual cue configuration). Bottom: Unstable visual cues did not allow the disoriented robot to reactivate coherent representations across sessions and remapping occurred.

Failure of such a reactivation process might result in creating a new superfluous representation [75].

In a series of robot experiments conducted by Arleo and Gerstner [4], the constellation of visual cues was kept stable during spatial learning. Then, the path integrator was reinitialized randomly (simulating a disorientation procedure) and the robot was placed back in the familiar environment. Since the system learned a stable coupling between the idiothetic and allothetic signals, the robot could use
the visual information to anchor its allocentric spatial representation, reset its path integrator, and reactivate the previously learned place map [Fig. 12(B) top row]. In a second series of experiments, the constellation of visual cues underwent arbitrary rotations during spatial learning. Thus, the Hebbian learning scheme failed to establish stable correlations between idiothetic and allothetic inputs. As a consequence, when the robot was disoriented and placed back in the explored environment, it was unable to reactivate the learned spatial representation properly and intersession remapping occurred (i.e., HP cell response patterns varied across subsequent visits of the same environment, Fig. 12(B) bottom row). These results are in agreement with those reported by Knierim et al. [74] who recorded HP cells and HD cells from freely moving rats.

Finally, note that since the realigning procedure relied on the allothetic-idiothetic coupling established by the robot via Hebbian learning, impairing this latter mechanism would also lead to unstable intersession representations (i.e., remapping). This result is consistent with experimental findings showing that animals with impaired hippocampal LTP exhibit stable place cell firing patterns within sessions, but unstable mapping between separate runs [9].

4.2.3. Conflict situations

In the above experiments, the robot used external visual fixes to recalibrate an otherwise untrustworthy path integrator (e.g., after disorientation or because of cumulative integration error). Here we consider the situation in which stable allothetic inputs and reliable idiothetic signals provide conflicting spatial information. In the model, the relative importance of coupled external and internal spatial cues was a function of: (i) the degree of confidence of the robot about self-motion related spatial information (i.e. the path integrator); (ii) the degree of discrepancy between allothetic and idiothetic spatial information. A series of tests was run inspired by the behavioral experiments by Etienne et al. [43], who studied the homing behavior of hamsters in perceptual conflict situations (see Sec. 2 for a review of these experiments). First, we let the robot learn the coupling between a stable visual configuration and its path integrator. Then, during testing, we created both a 90° and a 180° conflict between external and internal cues and examined the homing behavior of the robot. Results in Fig. 13(A) (top row) show that when a 90° conflict occurred the visual component tended to influence the robot’s homing trajectory more than self-motion signals. By contrast, for 180° conflicts (bottom row) the system’s response was twofold: if the robot had not been disoriented, then its homing behavior was mainly determined by self-motion signals (bottom row, central plot); on the other hand, if the robot had been disoriented, then it relied on allothetic spatial information even for large discrepancies (i.e., 180°) between allothetic and idiothetic cues (bottom row, right plot). Finally, Fig. 13(B) shows the average response of the robot to a 180° conflict situation as a function of the degree of confidence about its path integrator. The diagram indicates that as long as self-motion information was given confidence above
Fig. 13. Conflict situations between vision and path integration. (A) During spatial learning, the visual cue configuration was maintained stable. The protocol for the probe trials included: (i) An outward journey during which the robot moved directly from its home base to the center of environment in the dark. (ii) A “hoarding” phase during which the robot actively rotated on the spot for a random amount of time (both the amplitude and the sign of the rotation were selected randomly). During hoarding, the visual cue configuration was rotated by either 90° or 180° and the light was switched on. (iii) A backward journey during which the robot had to compute the homing vector to return home. A conflict occurred between vision and path integration (dashed and continuous arrows, respectively, in the first column). The thick arrows in the second and third columns indicate the resulting mean homing behavior of the robot averaged over ten trials (black dots). In the case of nondisoriented robot (second column), the familiar visual cues tended to influence the robot’s behavior when a 90° conflict occurred. By contrast, the visual control vanished when the conflict was further increased (i.e., 180°). If the robot was disoriented during the hoarding phase (third column), visual cues predominated for both 90° and 180° conflicts. (B) The response of the robot to a 180° conflict depended on its confidence about the path integrator. In these experiments, the confidence of the robot about the spatial information provided by its self-motion signals was simply decreasing nonlinearly as a function of the time of the last calibration of the path integrator.
chance, the robot tended to use it to perform homing behavior. If the confidence fell below chance, then a priority switch occurred and the visual information became predominant.

5. Discussion

This paper provides an extensive (though non-exhaustive) overview of the large body of research on spatial cognition and navigation. It puts the emphasis on the manifold nature of these complex functions, at the level of both the neural information coding mediating spatial learning, and the decisional processes regulating the selection of navigation strategies.

The multisensory integration issue, which is relevant to the acquisition of robust spatial representations, is addressed in the first part of the paper (Sec. 2). We review a series of experimental findings that shed light on how the brain elaborates appropriate descriptions of the multimodal spatial information gathered through exploration. The presented approaches span from molecular neurobiology experiments (e.g., pharmacological and genetic manipulations), to electrophysiological work (mainly single unit extracellular recordings), and to behavioral studies. We focus on the ability of animals to maintain coherent couplings between self-motion (i.e., idiothetic) signals and environmental landmark (i.e., allothetic) information. Their capability of solving perceptual conflict situations (e.g., following environmental manipulations) is also addressed. Besides, we discuss the properties of hippocampal place (HP) and head-direction (HD) cells, central neurons discharging selectively as a function of the position and orientation of the head of the animal, respectively. We review several electrophysiological studies that aim at elucidating how the response of these neurons is determined by the interrelation between allothetic and idiothetic cues.

The ensemble activities of HP cells, HD cells, and the recently discovered entorhinal grid cells, are suitable to encode spatial representations of the environment. According to the cognitive map theory [113], HP and HD cells are likely to constitute the neural bases of spatial cognition in mammals. Nevertheless, the link between the electrophysiological properties of these neurons (i.e., single-cell observation level) and the ability of animals to perform flexible spatial navigation (i.e., behavioral level) is not straightforward. A large body of evidence (e.g., Refs. [29, 68, 72, 93, 101, 102, 103, 116, 135, 136, 145]) has related the hippocampal function to spatial navigation strategies that require a representation of the environment (e.g., map-based navigation, see taxonomy given in Sec. 3, Fig. 4). Most of these studies are based on behavioral impairments after hippocampal lesions. A direct demonstration of the functional relationship between place cell firing patterns and map-based spatial behavior was only recently provided by Lenck-Santini et al. [83–85], who corroborated and extended the earlier findings by O’Keefe and Speakman [114].

Similarly, numerous studies have investigated the extent to which head-direction (HD) cell activity is directly linked to spatial orientation behavior (e.g., see Refs. [36, 55, 98, 106]; see also chapters 10–13 in Ref. [163]). The experiments by Dudchenko
and Taube [36] suggested that HD cell firing patterns are indeed correlated to spatial responses on a radial maze, supporting the hypothesis that HD cells might provide a directional framework suitable for guiding spatial behavior. However, subsequent work by Golob et al. [55] and Muir and Taube [106] partially disproved this hypothesis, showing no relationship between the stability of the HD cell directional representation and the performance of rats on a task requiring the use of a map-based navigation strategy. Thus, it seems that HD cell activity and spatial behavior are not tightly coupled in all spatial tasks, and this relevant issue requires further investigation.

The second part of this paper (Sec. 3) focuses on the selection of navigation strategies. We review a series of experimental studies attempting to unravel the cooperative-competitive interaction between the multiple brain systems involved in this selection process. A rather comprehensive taxonomy of spatial navigation strategies is provided (Fig. 4) to characterize the multiple solutions available to a subject in order to achieve a navigation task (our proposal extends previous ones by Trullier et al. [155] and Redish [123]). This taxonomy is not meant to say that the complex manifold of navigation strategies can be dissected into a discrete set of independent tokens. Rather, it is a mere analytical tool to help us to interpret spatial behavior. How are coexistent functionally distinct strategies learned and employed by animals? How do multiple brain areas compete/cooperate to promote the efficient selection of navigation strategies? These questions (among others) are addressed in this paper, and the roles of the hippocampus, striatum, and cerebellum in spatial navigation are prominently discussed. Also, we report some experimental findings showing that the shift between strategies can depend on the phase of training (e.g., early vs late training trials) [91, 104, 115, 117, 159]. It is worth mentioning that strategy shifts can also take place within a trial (and not only across trials) (e.g., see Ref. [33]). Moreover, Hamilton et al. [60] reported that a sequence of distinct navigation strategies may actually occur even during tasks that are usually labeled as pure cue-response tasks. Another fundamental issue concerns the relationship between the strategy selection process and the complexity of the task to be learned. We review some experimental findings showing that adaptive spatial behavior consists in adopting (when available) the most advantageous solution (e.g., optimal in terms of the performance vs employed resources ratio) to solve a navigation task. Likewise, numerous other factors can play a role in regulating strategy selection, such as stress [73], chemical factors [88, 89] and gender-specific factors [76]. How these multiple factors interact to each other when a choice has to be made among different existing solutions remains an open question.

The third part of this paper (Sec. 4) addresses the spatial memory function from a computational neuroscience and neuro-robotics viewpoint. Neuro-computational models are suitable for investigating the functional link between findings on the neuronal level (e.g., HP and HD cell firing activity) and on the behavioral level (e.g., spatial behavior performance). For instance, hippocampal models can show that the information contained in the HP and HD cell ensemble activity is indeed sufficient for
navigation problems such as the Morris water-maze task, provided that their position and direction representations are combined with learning capability regulated by reward-dependent signals [138]. We present an example of neuro-mimetic spatial learning system [3, 7] to show how models can permit (i) a scale up from single HP and HD cell firing activity to large neural population dynamics, and (ii) the investigation of hypotheses about the anatomo-functional interactions between multiple systems subserving spatial behavior. The presented model does not focus on the biophysical properties of HP and HD neurons (e.g., intrinsic electroresponsiveness). It rather addresses the issue of how the discharges of HP and HD cells are controlled by multisensory cues, stressing the importance of integrating multimodal information to elaborate robust spatial memories. How can the interrelations between idiothetic and allothetic cues be learned and mapped onto stable HP and HD codes? How can exploratory behavior be adapted to optimize the interaction between the navigator and the environment? These are some of the main issues addressed by the presented model, which mainly aims at establishing suitable spatial representations for supporting goal-directed behavior. By contrast, in this paper, we do not discuss any neuro-mimetic navigational model (e.g., see reviews by Arleo [2] and Chavarriaga [25]). To our knowledge, the coexistence of multiple navigation strategies and their cooperative/competitive interactions have been addressed by a few biologically plausible models only. For instance, Chavarriaga et al. [26] put forth a model of strategy selection process underlying the navigation behavior of rats. The model accounts for parallel navigation systems (including the hippocampus, the ventral and the dorsolateral striatum) competing to each other (based on a softmax probabilistic mechanism) to select the appropriate action depending on both the task and the training process [159]. An alternative view is proposed by Girard et al. [54], in which a weighing mechanism (as opposed to a competitive rule) generates a cooperative behavioral response mediated by the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop.

To conclude, this paper reviewed some of the achievements of the past decades in understanding spatial cognition. The prominent subfunctions (i.e., multisensory integration, episodic and procedural memory, action selection) were addressed at different description levels (e.g., from cellular adaptation mechanisms, such as LTP/LTD, to behavioral response learning, such as goal-directed navigation). The need for an integrative neuroscience approach promoting interdisciplinary research efforts (e.g., in neurobiology, behavioral genetics, cognitive neuroscience, computational neuroscience, and neuro-robotics) was postulated in order to infer a functional linking between these multilevel observations.
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